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About Us

We recently saw your job advertisement on shooting people and would love to apply for the position. Our 
names are Shaun Clark and Kim Noce and we both work under the name Mew Lab. In 2005 we both 
graduated from the National Film and Television School as animation Director. We made independent films 
at the film school which were very well received on the animation film festival circuit. Both films were at over 
40 film festivals including London Film festival, Melbourne animation festival as well as the Royal Television 
society. We also won numerous prizes in Europe, Argentina, Japan, Egypt to mention few.

Since graduating we have continued to make short films for Channel 4 and the BBC as well as working on 
commercials and viral videos. We made three 5 minute films for the BBC which were screened on BBC 2 as 
part of the Learning zone. All three films were children's stories written by the commissioning company. 
Myself and Kim then designed the look of the films, storyboarded them and produced the animation. On the 
back of producing the three films we then went onto work on a twelve part children series called “just so 
Darwin” which was nominated for a BAFTA.

You can view our work at http://vimeo.com/channels/mewlab 

In between making short films we both teach animation to a wide range of students; from toddlers to elderly. 
We set up a sister company called “Quirk Pictures”  and we have run animation workshops across London, 
Hertfordshire and Buckinghamshire. We always enjoy writing new briefs for each session and try to 
incorporate new animation techniques and methods into the lessons. Over the last 5 years we have run 
animation workshops with the Barbican, Cartoon Museum, National Portrait Gallery, Tate Gallery and a huge 
amount of schools in the area. We are both CRB checked and hold public liability insurance and you can see 
examples of our workshops at the following web address’s http://vimeo.com/channels/quirkypictures or the 
blog at http://quirkypictures.wordpress.com/ 

In the following pages we have written a short proposal for each story as we were very interested in all three 
briefs. We have included some preliminary visuals images and a short blurb about the technique and how we 
would like to work with the students. The proposal ends with our curriculum vitas. If you require any further 
information please do not hesitate to contact us.


Kim and Shaun 


Shaun Clark

shaundclark@yahoo.co.uk
07985596070�  of �1 4

Kim Noce
kimnoce@gmail.com
07806974040
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Proposal for
High Above The Sky

Technique

Stop Motion cardboard puppets and elements of hand crafted sets will be filmed on a green-screen 

Student Roles

Construction of a small number of objects/ puppets needed for the film
Assisting Animation
Providing voices and foley sound fx  
Music sketches
Adaption

A "hand crafted cardboard look" will create a magical and warming heartfelt feel to the story.  We will see the 
world from Leo's point of view with low camera angles making  the adults seem even larger. When Leo floats 
off into space the world will become his scale.

All of the foley sounds will be created by the students whispering sound effects for the recording. The 
whispering and adult voices will help create a wonderful representation of a young child's aural landscape. A 
child will narrate the story voice over.
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Proposal for
Paddy the Page

Technique

Cut-out animation, collages of photograph and time lapses 

Student Roles

Music sketches
Providing voices and foley sound fx  
Assisting animation : Creating time lapses
Adaption

A classical visual story telling piece concentrating on the emotional journey that Paddy undergoes throughout 
the story. Cut out animation puppets will be used to portray the relationship between Paddy and his farther 
and how paddy imitates his fathers role as a knight. For instance Paddy will try to swing the sword and mimic 
stances.

Only one person will narrate the full story, creating different impressions for each character.
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Proposal for
Mrs Singh's Birthday

Technique

Drawn animation (mrs Singh) / rotoscoping 2d collage animation (boy and other characters)

Student Roles

Tracing rotoscope
Draw background elements
Providing voices and foley sound effects
Music sketches
Adaption

A beautiful tale about little moments and how a small accident can bring everyone even closer together. 
Using tight framing on mrs Singh the animation will show how the world sometimes looks fragmented as she 
struggles to draw attention to her accident. For example when mrs Singh falls she can only see part of the 
room, and a little bit of Max

As the film continues we will start to see the world less fragmented and more realistic towards the end.

Drawn animation will be used for mrs Singh, while the boy will be filmed and rotoscoped ( drawn over the top 
of live action) to create a juxtaposition of movement and fluidity which represents their age gap. 
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